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Scale-spaces

The Big Idea

Semigroup correlations

Implementation & Experiments
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G(·, s) ⇤G(·, t) ⇤ f0 = G(·, s+ t) ⇤ f0
The “semigroup property” [1]

Gaussian scale-space

f(x, t) = [G(·, t) ⇤ f0](x), t > 0

f(x, t) = [G(·, t) ⇤ f0](x), t > 0

Original image

f(x, t) = [G(·, t) ⇤ f0](x), t > 0

f(x, 0) = f0(x)

Design a CNN, with built-in scale symmetry

What is symmetry?
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Transformation  
in input space

Transformation  
in output space
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Correlations: translation symmetry

Shifted image
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Filter

Transformed imageResponse

Semigroups
Algebra: Closed set S with (associative) multiplication 
- Can model (non-invertible) transformations Scalings

Translation Reflections Roto-translationRotation Occlusions

Scale-space correlations
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Response extends 
over space + scale

Sum over  
scale + space

Filter extends over 
space + scale

Dilate + shift

Shift through scale

Convolution

Input

Response

Response over shifts

Filter

Discrete scale, discrete gridDiscrete scale, continuous grid

Continuous scale, continuous grid

Discrete GSS [3]

NA 

Alpha SS [2]

Binomial SS [4]

Continuous scale, discrete grid

Equivariance error (normalized L2): equivariance holds in practice

Conclusions
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Limitations
Integer scale 
Computationally inefficient (implementation, large kernels, extra scale dimension 
Truncation of scale-space leads to boundary effects

Architecture matched experiments 
- Beat baselines, but yes we have 

handicapped them.

Proposed new class of correlations for use in CNNs 
Developed a correlation for scale-spaces 
Demostrated scale-equivariance is achievable in a deep learning setting
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